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Analytics Strategies
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today’s mass customization business
environment,” claims Anand Mecheri,
Managing Director & Country Manager, Karsun India.
Further, in an attempt to ameliorate data management, the company
proffers a Data Warehousing Service
that ensures the availability of information in an organized and straightforward manner. The solutions suite
of Karsun is also inclusive of a Cloud
Platform that allows development
and hosting of cloud based applications in a secure, scalable and cost
effective environment.

The Road Ahead

In the immediate future, KarsunIndia
Solutions endeavours to grow in the
Business Analytics domain and utilise
emerging technologies to further enable modernization of businesses within the country even as they continue to
focus on the underlying infrastructure
to enable seamless availability of data.
The company is also focused on developing modern software and cloud
based solutions that will enable enterprises to be more agile and responsive to future business needs. “Take
a test drive on www.golean.io” says
Anand Mecheri.

